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LWA Elections
Set for Tuesday
At Main Dorms
Grubisha, Lipps Run
For President; Lund,
Kompass for Veep Job

Committee Heads Announce
Education, Business, Science
As Main Topics to be Covered
B Y GLASNER

Coming around next Thursday (that's February 16) is Lawrence's third,
annual Careers conference. There are some real great people, people
who know their fields, who are going to talk to those of us who are a
little bewildered about which way to climb upward and onward, and
to those of us who know the way, but not the method, in the cold and
cruel world. iTrite! Ed.)
Tliis year, departing from traC A R E E R C O N F E R E N C E S ’l H 'L E
9 A. M.

ditiun,

Personnel in Industry, Harold
Wilde, M H 11.
Education, Angus Rothwell, 200
science Hall
Geology, Allen V. Heyl. MH16
Diplomatic Service, R. D. Lang,!
M H 19

of which

The annual election of Lawrence
Women's association officers will
take place Monday at Ormsby and
Russell Sagf halls.-president Myna
Jung announced this week.
Mary Grutjisha and Christine 10:30 A . M .
Lipps have been nominated for the Sales. M H 16.
position of president. Miss Gru-, Youth Group Work. A O Becker.
_P_a_t _Fo
_ _ley
_ an
__________
_
__
_____
_
w.
...w
^isha
is a member of Kappa Delta 200 Science hall.
d G eorge F re d e ric k , co -ch a irm e n of th e C a re e rs
co•nference
n fe re n c e w hich w ill be held rnext T h u rsd a y , a re shown * rority a,ld is on the w r a board. Clinical Psychology, s. G. Kieb¡Miss Lipps is the independent rep-anoff, M H 11.
co m p letin g p la n s e a rly th is w eek.
resentative to L W A , a member of Journalism. E Boyley. M H 19.
Sigma, Pi Sigma, Phi Sigma Iota 1:15 P. M .
and the W R A board. She was for-; Merchandising, Miss Nancy Allemerly on the cabinet of IRC.
Ibach. M H 19.
I The candidates for the vice-presl-, Music Education, S. T. B uirs
dency are Anne Kompass and Au- M H 16.
drey Lund. Miss Kompass is schol-' Secretarial Work, Paul Moser,
arship chairman of Pi Beta Ph i,,*® 1L
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ber of the Contributor board and a
• former member of the Pep com 2:45 P. M .
Scientific Research. C. A Arent,
mittee. Miss Lund, a Delta Gam*
200 science hall.
ma. is a member of the Lawrence
Miss
Elizabeth
Social Work,
Art association, Spanish club and
Meier. M H 16.
the Ariel staff.
Medicine, Dr. Howard DavenNominated for the position of
port, M H 19.
'Mental Digestion of
secretar. «^re ^uth Plum and Joan
Advertising. DeForest Sackett.
Jansen. Mis'i P'um is scholarship^^ ¡j
Past Experiences Gives
i ..
i A tradition which began in 1924 chairmen of Alpha Delta Pi. She 4 p
riots Says Novelist
|wiU be repeated for the twenty- was elected secretary pro tem by, 0pon houses at Sage and OrmsIt isn’t inspiration that gives an sixth time on Feb. 23. when the the L W A council upon the resigna-by
author his plots, it's mental diges- four senior girls voted best-loved tion of the former secretary, Anne '7 p# ¡^f
tion of his own past experiences. j anCe the minuet costumed
as Lackie. Miss Jansen is the editor Marriage, Svend Riemer, Chapel.
August Derleth. famed Wisconsin G
d Martha Washington
for K aPPa Dclta and a member of This schedule is subject to change
novelist and short story writer de- ueorK° ana wiatina wasrungton and 1h<? Ncwman cJub
Clared to more than 100 persons at James and Dolly Madison at the
Candidates for the position of
a meeting of the Lawrence art as-LWA sponsored Best-Loved b a n- treasurer arc Joan Chapman and / A M
I
___
•
If
/
sociation January 2 2
lquet at thc Magonic TempIe on Joyce Herried. Miss Chapman, an / V l Q C l Q t Y I O I S G l I ©
Any form of creative work is
(
.independent, is the president of
intensely solitary,” Derleth related **»ruai.v ¿.J.
:Mafh ckjb Mjs# Herried is on the
!-• . •
The principle way in which a writer; These four girls were selected in W R A board, treasurer of Pi Beta
l IC T /O f l
differs from other people is that he an election by upperclass women Phi and the head proctor at Rus-|

Art Association Plan to Honor
Hears Derleth Best-Loveds
February 23

{” m 'o ^ 7 o m m u i L d"onm5er,ii?’h r e * , ' " « " thi; wi'ck

>" " « P ' " * * i , h '^ e 'T w o c a n d id ..« for (he pod-
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Contest

the

conference

is split

into four distinct sections, each
is broad

enough

to

catch most of our interests and
hopes. The split ends up with
education, business, science and
a miscellaneous section, includ
ing

civil

service
setup

service,

and
will

Interested

diplomatie

advertising.
let those

in a

This

who

broad

are

general

field hear all the speakers in
that field without the horror of
choosing
related

between

two

subjects and

from the horror
something.

closely

suffering

of

missing

Over in education. Angus Roth*
well, head of the
wartime
naval
init here at Law
rence, will speak
an general edu
cation; Samuel
T. Burn. Univerlity of Wiscon
sin school o f
music will speak
on music edu
cation;
August
Becker, area proBecker
{ram secretary
of the North Central Area Y M C A ,
will speak on “ Y ” work and Eliza
beth G. Meier, assistant professor
of social work at the University
of Wisconsin, will speak on social
work.
In the business section. H a r 
old Wild«*, executive vice-pres
ident of the Norcor manufactur
ing company of Green Bay, will
speak
try;

on
Miss

personnel
Nancy

in

indus

Allebach.

Marshall Field of Chicago, will
discuss merchandising and Paul
Moser, head of the Moser Secre
tarial schools in Chicago, will
tourh on aspects of secretarial

work.
vealed three main sources for the tradition, the identity of the four (jon
social-chairman are Beverly
^
characters which inhabit his writ- will remain a mystery until they Barton and Jean l.orenz. Miss Bar- Mademoiselle magazine has an- For science, Chester A Arents of
ings — some are purely imagin- appear at thc banquet and dance ton is treasurer of Alpha Chi Ome- nounced plans for a $1.000 fiction tbe [||mols institute of Technology
ary some are historical personagKa and president of the Modern contest for women undergraduates
scientific research; Dr.
es, but the largest group are his
Dance club. Miss Lorenz, a Delta which ends April 15.
navennort
neighbors in Sauk City.
| Tickets for the banquet will be Gamma, is a member of the French
Tw « winners will be chosen and ’ , 1 t , 1
____ 1 ___ of m_________
1.. 1- will
n>r/>iv(> <
.riflfl for
*
<»n and will be available
mmil .1 .1.. to all
.1 1 club
.i..u and
___a secretary
In all writing, he stated, an auth- $1.50
Ncwman club.
w i l 1 receive
$500
for .'*11
all rights
rights anrl
and
Northwestor must be true to his characters. women students next week
I The newly elected officers will publication in the August, 1950 Mauniversity
keeping all their actions congruous
, ,, , _
,
„ 'he installed before the annual Best- demoiselle.
i '
.
. .
with their personalities. Sometimes ^ a;st years Best-Loveds were Ca- )oved banqu0( on FcbrUary 23. All
A I 1 entries must be from 3,000 to “ ed,c®*
°
authors become so thoroughly id- rol Vivian, Jean Watt. Vivian Gra- Lawrence women arc eligible to 5.000 words in length and must be
1
entified with some of the people dy and Kathryn Elwers.
vote.
typewritten, double-spaccd on one
appi'easide of the paper only. The story tions of biologthey are creating, that they can’t --------- — ------------ —
must be accompanied by the con- ‘ea* science; S.
solve the fictitious person’s emo
testant's name, home address, col^ * ° banoff,
tional dilemna and resolve the plot.
lege address and college year.
¡chief psycholoReaders, too, are prone to iden
Stories which hav’e appeared in
at the North
tify themselves with the leading!
undergraduate college publications Shore
Health
Characters. For example, Derleth
Kltlunoff
are acceptable but only if they Resort in Winrecounted, the chief consumers of
adventure fiction are men whose
have not been published elsewhere, netka, Illinois fa private psychiatric
work ties them to a desk, and who ijy E L O Y F O M IN \YA
Cantata number 3.r». James Daniel- Judges will bo the Mademoiselle hospital), on clinical psychology;
experience the book’s adventures A
orchestral
A program
program of
of thc
thc
orchestral son,
son, the
the symphony’s first oboe ist f'd',t>rs-whose decision will be final.and A1Icn v . Heyl. Jr.. in charge
vicariously as they read. Often a .... T u __________ 0 t
u
Entries should be sent to the Col-Qf a fK.|d p;,rty conducted jointly
writers "w o rk — in both pTót and mus‘c
J ° hann Sebastian Bach, will be heard in the Sinfonia fn
■ge Fiction contest. Mademoiselle. by the U. S Geological Survey and
characterization — is shaped by a commemorating the third centennial Cantata number 156 for oboe and 122 E. 42nd street. New York 17, N fbe Wisconsin Geological and Natword limit imposed by magazine of his birth, will be presented by strings.
Y • a,,d should be postmarked no )r;jl H 'lstory Survey in the Upper
editors to whom the piece
has ^bo Lawrence Symphony orchc. tra.
The Sinfonia, Cantata 52 may '
1 V,' n n
April 1 > Madetssissippi valley lead /.me district.
been promised.
Kenneth Bvlcr conductor, on Tues- be familiar to many as the first moiselle will assume no responsibil-on RcoIogyf phvslC}; and chemistry
Although Derleth draws much of day CVeninc; February 14. at 8 of thc si\ Brandenburg Concer ity for manuscripts and will return m lh st>;m,h f(„. new m.,k.naIs
his material from the live.s of
e m ¡n ibe Memorial chapel. It tos. This is not an unusual fact only those accompanied by stamped,, Mificellany W1„ featurc ,>rof, sor
people around him, he has been wil, be thc second appcarance by since it was a practice for com self-addressed envelopes.
¡Reginald D. Lang, associate profes
threatened for libel only once. He ,hp Lawronce Symphony this year, posers of the period to borrow
sor of Government and internation
has concluded. “ You can glam orize a n d w|U bo th fj t all. B a c h pro. very freely from themselves and
al relations at
any woman as much as you like Cram eVl,r proscntod by a Law . fellow composers. Richard Hagen
Carlton college
Without feai of lawyers.
|rence orchestral organization.
first flutist, will perform the solo
and a member
The orchestra is indebted
to part of the Suite Number 2 In It I
of the executive
Collect $3,000 to Date
Carl G. Seeger whose gift last
minor, for flute and
strings, Today
council at the
Basketball vs. Monmouth—there
year of the complete Bach Ges- which will he followed by the
second congress
For Lawrence Charities
Mond
»y
ellschaft has made possible the Second Brandenhurg
Concerto,
of World Feder
Basketball vs. Coe- there
Dorothy Williams, Lawrence Unit preparation of many works which
which utilizes a solo group con
alists at Luxem
Swimming vs. Milwaukee State
ed Charities treasurer, has
an are unavailable from publishing
sisting of Sheldon IJttel trumpet,
bourg, speaking
nounced that thus far $3.000 has houses and may now be heard.
James Danielson oboe. Richard Teachers—there
on preparations
Wrestling vs, Ripon —there
been collected, with an average of Most of these are thc Sinfonías
Hagen flute, and l.loy Fominava
for the diplo
Tuesday
$3.63 per person. To raise the re or or« hestral overtures and inter violin.
matic
service;
French
club—
Main
hall
11
maining $300, needed to reach our ludes from several of Bach's \oThe concluding work will bring
Joseph Connor,
I
.a
w
re
n
re
Symphony
—
Memorial
goal, the UC advisory board is eal cantatas.
the entire orchc Ira together for
Lang
U. S. Civil Serconsidering various events. Expen-. Several of the Sinfonias employ the first time in the evening and a chapel—8:30 p m.
vice Ib'gional Field Director, on
I
hursday
ditures have been only $71.00.
soloists or solo groups.
Marian performance of J o h a n n Josef Abcivi ervice and De Forest Sackett,
(\< 'miii club—Union—7 pm
Opportunitics for summer travel Clapp Duncan will mako her first
t's tran- ci ¡ .t . n of th< Prelude,
industrial designer and art director
Eta
Ri.ima
Phi
7:30
p.m.
or work projects in other countries -olo appearance since joining the Chorale, at d I n <
■ in C< i r .
for iii^ own organization and for
C
'
iieuft
Conference!)
a.m.
will be posted on the main hall Lawrence staff in Septcm’ or, as The concert is o p en to the public
bulletin boaid by LUC.
'organist in the Sinionia from the .vithout chaise.
Cium tu Paye 2 )
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Jams' Program
Tends Toward
Horowitz Style

Lynn Fordes
Senior Recital
pl#n of Set for Sunday

Link Life Insurance
And Scholarship Plans
Into One at Loyola

ireer Confab
iFebruary 16

Gandhi Follower
Addresses Convo
Dr. Bharatan Kumarappa, Indian
leader and representative on the so-

C O N T IN U E D F R O M P A G * 1
Baltimore, M d .— <IP)—A
life insurance for senior« which A senior voice recital by Lynne
the .ft director of «“ » commMon at the United N.many yean
will ultimately swell the endow Forde, soprano, will be held Sun- Walgreen Drug Store«, discussing tions, spoke at convocation yester
day.
Kumarappa has previously
ment of Loyola college has been day in Peabody hall at 4 p.m.
advertising.
brought to the attention of the sen Lynne is from the studio of Wil The talk« start at nine Thursday served with Mahatma Gandhi as
ior class by the Rev. Matthew G. liam Harder and is a member of morning (there will be eight o'clock secretary of the All-India Village
Sullivan,
S. J., dean. Under the sys- the Lawrence concert choir. She classes, so don't cut on the the Industries association and is pres
Numbers Lack Depth;
ently editing the writings of Gandtem each senior is asked to take sings with the C o n g r e g a t io n a l ory that you can
Runs, Dynamic Ranges out a life-insurance policy, valued church choir and has appeared in sleep through
hL
Dr. Kumarappa is the author of
at $1,000 which would be Payable seyeral
programs at Law.
ML
Characterize Teacher to Loyola upon the death of the
winding up
several books, including, “Capital
graduate.
rencefour in the afm
ism, Socialism and Village Econo
BY CLYDE DUNCAN
The purpose of this long-range Lynne is a member of the SCA ternoon. There
The appearance of Byron Janis pjan
provide a scholarship en- und president of Alpha Delta Pi. |wl]j
a iunchM K my,” “The Philosophy of Ramanjua,” and “M y Student Daya in
The program will consist of " O
for th e
America.”
January 18 offered a young pianist dents as possible. The plan as- Del Mio Amato Ben,
Donau d y, co-chairmen of
of great promise and ability His «times special
significance inas-,“Che Fiero Costume,” Legrenzi; the Careers con
from your program«, so you won’t
prodigious technical equipment was m u c h as the Proposed federal aid “ 0 Cessate di Piagami.” Scarlat- ference. Pat Fo
be lost«
evident to both ear and eye through-! to educational institutions will as- ti; "Nel Cor Più Non mi Sento,” ley and George
Winding up the career day
*
•
*
•
sist
state
colleges
only.
n»i«»iin••
tjowco
»«
••
H«hr
“
T.a
Paisello;
“
Paysage,”
Hahn,
“
^
F
r
e
d
e
r
i
c
k
,
at
out a program of such length and
will be a talk on marriage in
It
was
pointed
out
here
that
a
Chevelure,”
Debussey;
“Adieu,”
n
in
¿aga.
difficulty as would tax many an
the chapel at 7:00 p. m. given
other more seasoned performer. recent graduating class at Yale uni Faure, “ La Flute,” Ravel; “1**
1 " ‘ c_________
im b y
and
» * « "
by Professor Sven Riemer, as
versity
had
1,250
students
partici-dous,
il
cst
bon,”
Massenet;
Sage will hold open house for the
This is not to say that the technical
sociate professor of sociology at
apparatur was foolproof nor that it
a
^ a,n‘ P ^ nce^ n'| “ Dawn,’ C urran; “ Parting at the speakers between four and five in
the University of Wisconsin.
always produced the best musical Williams and Vassar also have sim- Wine Shop.” Beckwith; “A Tree at
Following Professor Riemer’s
.
Iilar
liar pnfiiiu/mnnt
inmrunrA
nrn-1 n,»l. >> Innis;
Innls. and
nn/l “Captain Kidd,” the afternoon. You can the whole
endowment
insurance
pro-|Dusk,”
results.
talk, there will be a period in
schedule of speakers and subjects
It in unfortunate— and perhaps grams. Princeton has an average Bone-Fenton.
which he will attempt to an
income
annually
of
$
1 0 2 ,0 0 0 .
Nadine
Eisner
will
accompany
unfair — to compare a relative
swer all the questions you’ve
and
newcom er to the concert stage the legato melodic line, while al Miss Forde at the piano.
filiated with PI Beta Phi
submitted (in writinr, so you’re
*
*
*
ulth another world-renowned art ways audible, is at times clouded
safe) from the floor.
Alice Wanner, pianist, will be Sig m a Alpha Iota.
ist. Hut Janin m akes no secret of by too much pedal.
For some of us, this career con
be
heard in recital Sunday February Opening the program will
his Indebtedness to Vladimir Hor
three Sonatas, the E major,
B ference will be a chance to find out
That Horowitz is Janis’s mentor 12 at 8 p.m. In Peabody hall.
owitz ax a teacher, and compari
in a more spiritual sense, however,
Alice is a Junior, coming to minor, and G major by Scarlatti.j the score on some things we've
son* are difficult to lay aside
remains to be seen. There were Law rence as the recipient of a Also included will be the Sonata been wondering about, for others
w hen recurrent reminders of the
fleeting glimpses during the eve- scholarship aw ard in 1947, sub in C minor (K457) by Mozat, the it will be a chance to confirm or
older pianist appear throughout a [ning of a first-rate artist at work.
sequently becoming a student of Sonetto del Petrarca (104), Liszt, modify what we’ve known for a
typically llorowitzian program. If with increasing maturity Byron
James Ming. She has been heard two Pieces Opus 37, Breitettalbe, jwhile. For all of us, it’s one of the
Having led off with the abortive Jams ,etfi hjs own innate musician. quite frequently as accompanist, Ausserst Lebhaft, by the contem- few chances we have here at Lawtranscription Liszt made of the A ship Kuide his already accomplished soloist and in chamber music, porary master Paul
Hindemith, rence to find what makes an interMinor Prelude and Fugue which technical prowess, he should be performing with many string and The Program will conclude with est into a job or a career. (Trite,
Bach wrote for the organ, Janis come a pianist of the highest rank. woodwind ensembles. Alice is af- Charles T. Griffes’ Scherzo.
|Ed.)
followed it with the Sonata Op. 31J
No. 2 of Beethoven. This was real
piano music which reaehed the
height of its performance in the
lovely slow movement. The allegret
to was given a well-paced, sturdy
interpretation it too often lacks.
In the Chopin group which follow
ed, the big C Minor Nocturne and
particularly the Etudes In F major
and It minor were realized with
an almost breathtaking surmount
ing of the obstacles present in each.
The second half «if the program
included two pieces by Ravel, “ ()iseaux Uisles” and “ Jeux d’eau.”
The first of these was brilliantly
subdued yet remarkably lucid in|
tone; the second, while achieving
S o m e unusual tonal colors, often;
sacrificed clarity for fluidity and
suffered from overpedalling.
Morton Gould's Sonatina, howev
er. was excellently played. While
it is undoubtedly a very engaging
and clever work, one had the feel
ing that its high level of perfor
Charming Hunter Alumna, says:.
mance was probably more than the
nuisic itself deserves.

Universities

the largest-selling cigarette
H ELEN A CARTER

• • M I L D E R ...M U C H M I L D E R . . . that’s why
1 find Chesterfield much more pleasure to smoke.

The I.lsxt piece* which ended
thr program brought forth more
p> rotechlnicN and, in the bill H u n 
garian Rhapsody, what w a s per
haps tin* best playing of the «‘ve
iling. This is music which I* hor
rible In Its vulgarity but Janis
gave It a brilliant, sometimes de
monic, performance.

CO-STARRING IN

It can readily be seen that, in
spite of the skill involved in almost
all of these works, Janis played no
music of any great depth with the
exception of the Beethoven sonata
and perhaps the Ravel pieces. In I
certain sections of the sonata one
sensed a genuine feeling for the
music, though this feeling was of
ten deferred in favor of other con
siderations.
Much of the remainder of the
program assumed more and more
the features of a virtuoso perfor
mance, characteristics we
have
heard before in Janis's mentorsteely runs,
extreme
dynamic
ranges, exquisite legato lines, many
of which are accomplished to a
large degree through an intricate
system of pedals and half-pedals.
With Horowitz these characteristics
are natural, intuitive parts of his
own unique brand of pianistn. With
Byron Janis they become neatly
perfected, highly stylized imita
tions.
The runs are steely but a trifle
hard, fortissimi are
sometimes
forced to a resounding thump and

" S O U T H S E A S IN N E R "
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

HUNTER COU EG E
N E W YORK CITY

SAFE-T-CAB
F o r P i

o in p t,

C o u r t e o u s
S e r v ir e

Rates . . . 35 & 5
Dial 4-1488

•By R*<*nt Notional
Cofrrtiihi it'd boom A Mm« To»*rroCa

5urv*y

Dean Predicts
Red's Speech
A t Pacific U.

Education Brings
Experience Useful
In Married Life

Debate Found
On Study Way$

the work quickly »nee more —
drive It in and clinch It."

Pro-

frssor M a x says he has no pa
tience with students w h o co m 
plain that they don’t know how
to concentrate. H e contends that
concentration is merely another
habit and ought to bo as readily
acquired as any other habit. T h e
w a y to begin to study, he adds,
(IP) — “Over
is “ simply to begin.”

Advise Overlearning
—(/PI— “Marriage
is for adults,” says Mrs. Irene M.
Instead of Cramming
Forest Grove, Ore. — (IP)— When Knox, dean of w o m e n at Ventura
Herbert J. Phillips, who was dis junior college.
N e w York, N . Y .
charged from the University of
Mrs. Knox feels there is no set
Washington faculty last year, re age when a person reaches mat learning” rather than last minute
“Don’t wait for inspiration or for
portedly for Communist affiliation, urity. Some are adults at 18 while |"cramming” is the best way to the mood to strike you,” he cau
spoke to the student body at Pacific others never really mature suffic study, according to Professor Lou tions college students. “ Nor should
university recently, he got a sur iently for successful marriages. is W Max, chairman of the phy you permit yourself to indulge In
prise. At the conclusion of Phil She recommends completion of at
thoughts like, ‘This assignment is
lips' talk, Dean of Students D. D. least one year of college before siology department of the N e w too long’ or 'Damn that P r o f.*
York university’s college of dentis or ‘I guess I could really let that
Darland took the platform and an entering marriage.
try.
go to some other time.*
nounced that on the previous eve
This education enables the stu •‘Students,” he comments, “ find
“ That type of attitude throws an
ning he had written out a predic
dent to develop his or her skills it very tempting to stop work when
tion of Phillips' message and mode
extrt load on your mental machin
more highly, she says, and
to they have once gone over the ma
ery, and by making you
work
of delivery and had sealed copies
bring about a better understand terial before them and feel they
against a handicap makes it hard
delivered to other faculty members.
ing
of
the
responsibilities
of
mar
have understood it.” This, he be er for you to commence.” Read
He then read a copy.
riage.
lieves. is all wrong because of the ing aloud. Professor Max believes,
It w as an accurate forecast, to
"It is of no great importance if ramdity with which memory im is a good device for those whose
wit: Phillips would m ak e s point
minds begin to wander while stud
of being a Communist, discuss one partner received a higher educ pressions are bound to fade.
ation than the other if they decide
So. Professor M a x ’s advice to ying. Articulating “ sub-vocally” for
well k n o w n evils and ills of the
at
the
beginning
what
is
import
the studious student is: “ G o over a few moments is another tonic for
world while avoiding a discus
drifting thoughts. If this
doesn’t
sion of C om m u nism as it is, and ant and what they want of life.
seek to present himself as the Education is not all book learning. education all help to make a mar work, he says, the student ought
personification of Com m u nism , iExperience counts a great deal.” riage a success. She emphasized, to write down the point or item or
Darland explained he had been | The Dean affirmed that there are however, almost any marriage can principle he happens to be dealing
off
able to m ake the forecast, al- ,no set rules for the success of any succeed if both partners really try W'ith when the mind “ goes
though he had not heard Phillips marriage. Like backgrounds, relig tor a clearer knowledge of one track.''
Professor M a x has som e addlnor read any of his speeches be ious understanding and equality of another.
Ventura,

Calif.
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tlonal advice for effective study«
Ing which som e of the m ore grogarious collegians m a y not like.
“ D o your studying alone,”

easier to concentrate. If you are
certain you need help on doubt
ful or difficult points, check these
and later list them ; you e T a
ask your classmates or Instruct
or about them later. In the m e a n 
time, proceed to the next point.**

Be

S u r e to
V is it

A p p le to n 's Sm arte st
C a rd , Book an d
G ift Shop
Across From Prange’s
O p e n Evenings Till 8:00 P. M.

cause he k n e w what the C o m 
munist line is with students.

Phillips was plainly surprised
and, according to some students,
showed chagrin. Instructors after- j
wards reported students showed in
classes they had been deeply im-;
pressed by this evidence of lack of i
independent thinking on the part
of a speaker ostensibly defending
the right to freedom of speech and
thought.
A student reporter who asked
Phillips to comment on Darland s
forecast was told, “the less said
about that the better.”

ji.C fy a m e Lo.

Pacifio
university’s
Political
for u in m ade the necessary ar
rangements for Phillips to come
to this campus.
According to
D e a n Dar.and, “ Pacific university
students and faculty have had
their oppjrtunlty to analyze the
pronouncements of a professed
Am erican communist. O u r Job is
to continue to build, with e x 
amples, action and n ew vigor, our
positive answer to all precon
ceived dogmas.

“It may be well to consider that
too much time spent verbalizing
and scrapping with and about the
American communists may work in
their favor. Time and energy spent
in merely dislodging communistic
philosophy is only an analytic
choro. Our read job is to develop
through induction, experimenta
tion and experience, a philosophy
which will be a positive force in a
confused world.
“W e must not extend our en
ergies being ‘against something. We
must preserve a major portion of
our energies to further develop a
government which will itself stand
as an answer to communism,
fascism or any other dogma what
soever."

FOR YOUR "KING OF HEARTS"
ON VALENTINE DAY, FEB. 14th

N e w

WITH KNITTED CUFFS AND WAISTBAND

G ive him the newest in good looking sport
shirts . • . a handsom e, full cut gabardine

Unique Insurance
Plan for Stevens
Institute Athletes
Hoboken, N. J. — (IP) — Five ath
letes at Stevens Institute of Tech
nology have
collected
claims
through a unique accident insur
ance plan since it went into ef
fect last year. Dean Waldo Shumway revealed here recently. Stev
ens is believed to be the first col
lege to have established such
a
plan by which the entire student
body contributes to a fund for the
benefit of athletes engaged in inter
collegiate competition.
Known as the Stevens athletic in
demnity fund, the plan was initiat
ed by the student council with a
board of three trustess, all alumni,
to make disbursements. Adding to
the $ 1,0 0 0 given by the college as
a nucleus of the fund, the student
council assesses each student 50
cents per semester, and will con
tinue to do so. until the fund reach
es a total oi $ 10 ,000 .
Under the plan any student on
a team recognized by the athletic
council may be reimbursed up to
$400 for medical
expenses
in
curred as the result of an accident
sustained while engaging
in
a
scheduled game or practice
ses
sion This insurance plan for ath
letes is additional to group acci
dent insurance made available to
all students through the college ad
ministration.
The largest claim. $102.
was
made for medical expenses by a
student who fractured his leg in
soccer practice. A total of $151 has
been paid to date for treatment of
various injuries incurred in play
ing basketball or soccer. „

P la c k e t F r o n t

S lip o v e r S p o r t S h ir t

Mail and
Telephon«
Order«
Accepted

sport shirt that's w ashable, color fast,
features a bold stripe across chest plus contrasting
co llar, c u ffs and band . . .
sizes sm all, m edium and large.

•

BROWN W ITH M AIZE STRIPE

• TAN W ITH BROWN STRIPE
•

NAVY W ITH GREY STRIPE

• GREY W ITH N AVY STRIPE

h e

urges, “ and you’ll find It m u c h

Men's Sportswear —
Prar.gc't Street Floor
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Phi Delts, Delts Survive;
Plan Saturday Parties

Discuss Education
Problems, Grades
And Curve System

Badger Housing
Termed Inadequate

Exam Survey
At San Diego

Madison, W Is. (IP ) — Studen»
housing at the University of Wigconsin during the past year wac
saturated by continuing r e c o r d

Faculty Suggests Less

Topics
Emphasis on Finals
discussed at recent bi-monthly con
San Diego, Calif -(IP)-Over m dernands that are expected to praMost of the Greeks seem to be busy recovering from exams but the ferences of the college of arts and
Delts and the Phi Delts have sufficintiy survived to have planned social sciences faculty members at uie faculty members at San Diego col-,vail as far into the future as 19S3,
functions for the weekend. The Delts have plans for a taffy-pull tomor University of Louisville included lege base the final exams on 91-100 according to a housing report comrow night and the Phi Delt pledges will present their annual party for general education problems, grad- per cent of the semester’s w o r k , piled here.
according to the recent findings of, In a survey to determine the qua»the actives tomorrow night also. «Trite, Ed.)
.
the special faculty committee f o r i t y of housing available to students,
Despite their weariness, some of the more ambitious in the ranks found es and the curve system,
the strength to become pinned or engaged. Ted Losby, Sig Ep, pinned Dean J. J. Openheimer declared the study of examination practices.:it has been shown that approximate
Carrie Silvers. Pi Phi. Pi Phi Ann Cox is wearing Bill Born s Phi Delt
“education should provide the Also the majority of the professors ely 7,000 housing units now in U M
Din Pi Phi pledge Doriene Grengs is also wearing a Phi Delt pin be....
determine the semester’s grade on by students can be termed “ inade
binging to Bill Shook. Phi Delt Ken Groff pinned Theta pledge Sue essentials to permit adults
to 21-40 per cent of the final exam.
quate."
Brannon and Bill Seivert. Phi Delt, gave Audrey Lund, his pin.
understand the world we live in.
The committee was organized last “ Many of these accommodation»
Dor Beltz, Theta, received a ring from Bill Thompson and Pi Phi M »ry Thp
courses ¿n any subject year for the purpose of seeking sug are an 'in-growth* of apartment«
Ix>u Simpson also rceived one from Frank Stallings of Belle Glade, Fla.
this
rpouirement gestions for improvement of the and rooms which came into exist*
Alpha Chi t.ynn Sutton and Phi Delt Buck Weaver were recently mar- do not meet th.s
requirement, final examination procedure and di-.ence under the pressure of
the
ried and Alpha Chi Joyce Valy and Ralph Davis, Sigma Nu, have an- therefore are not useful as gen- recting the faculty’s attention to-greatly increased student
enrolleral education courses in the col ward a critical consideration of ex- ment. They account for much of
nounced their marriage.
amination techniques.
Question the submarginal housing and resist
DolU Tan Delta
lege."
improvement because of fear that
To some this may be sad news
For this reason, Dr. Oppenhei naires were prepared and sent to
each faculty member with ques the demand is temporary and con
. . . It is sad news to some of us,
mer is highly in favor of more tions asking for the courses under tinued revenue therefore uncertain.
As most of you know that bag of
general education courses, such as his instruction, percentage of the The temporary nature of many
bones, Maxie, has been making the
Delt house his "Khelter.” Now, how
history of civilization and history semester’s work which he required of the university housing projects
ever, his castle is being invaded by
and philosophy of science, as re- students to review and upon what has made them inadequate, and
• beautiful, perfectly shaped mon
per cent of each semester grade he that while they are serving presAkron, O. __ <IP) — Pressure of 'quirements for college degrees.
grel bitch who has affectionately
baced the final.
lent needs, the demand for housing
b«*en named Kleanor. She has won Icompetition was recently named as A survey of graduating seniors To the question: “Do you feel that for married students will “outlive
the hearts of a good majority of
chit.f cause of dishonesty in *ed to a rating of the various gen- a final examination serves a valid the useful life of the temporary pro
the house—the other faction loathes t;*)cinf( examinations in a report re- era* education courses now offered academic purpose in teaching your^pc^.’* The married and single stuthe sight of her—as well as the jease<j by the student honor com- »n the college. In this survey, gen- subject,” 99 answered yes while dents housed in these projects now
smell that never abandon« her mittee of the University of Akron eral courses in English were rated 26 answered no. To the question: wiu have to seek private housing
supple limbs.
This chief cause according to the as most desirable, 34 per cent of “On what basis of present class in Madison.
There was much controversy as report iea(js to unfair practices in the graduates rating these cours- size and teaching conditions do you!-------------------—
to whether or not we should keep (h;|( ,t' causes -students overly in- es as “ very helpful,” and only feel that more could be accom-'gested that , goo<j exam should
her. After many pros and cons had terested in excelling to resort to three per cent rating them of no plished in teaching your subject be given at least once a month and
been submitted, a statement of one dishonest means in order to ob-Rvalue. General courses throughout through substituting 2-4 extra class a devaluation of the final exam in
of our unforgettable alumni «he tj|in
grade rewards.”
the various departments were rat- meetings for the final examina- preference to the spread of emphawont’ let us forget him!) was
possible remedies to be taken by ed in the following order: human- tions,’’ there were 39 marked yes s,s Qver the examinations given at
brought to light. He once said facujty members, the report point- ities, history of civilization, natural and 82 marked no.
'more frequent intervals.
“ Maxie is just a dumb dog that got
out inciude a review before and science and social science,
Summarizing the report, the com-i Rccommcndations were made by
the breaks.” Keeping this in mind. a/t*r examinations, prompt return i Concerning the curve
system, mittee stated that the average final the committee that the staffs of
we decided that we would give El- 0f papers, alternate seating ar- Dean Oppenheimer said. “ A teach- exam was based on the review of departments, under the direction of
« .mor a brek. After all, we don t nmgements, a review of the subject er should never be a slave to the the entire course and determined departmental chairmen, undertake
play favorites .
()f dishonest practice before each (‘curve.’ Upperclassmen," he add- about one third of the semesters
discussion of examination pracNew Delt officers: Press Bill
an(j an honest attempt to play ed, “ should especially not be grad- grade. Also, four-fifths of the fac- tjces with a view of an agreement
Donald, Veep Hay Carlson, Cone- jajr
the student.
led on the ‘curve.’"
ulty answering the questionnaire on the administration
of
good
sponding Sec Mob Thompson. Re- The committee asked that faculty! There was considerable discus* believed that the final examination exams.
roiding Sec Jim Vessey, House members not give the same test sion on the teacher’s method of served a valid academic purpose
Manager Ruf Clapp.
twice during any one year nor use instructing. The faculty generally and-third reported that 2-4 extra
Pi lleta I’hi
the same test year after year.
agreed that a professor should not sessions would be a desirable sub g r e a t in STARS! S T 0 K Y !
We had an election of officers It suggested that tests should lecture straight from the book, and stitute.
Monday ninht The results are as cover
relevant parts of the that he should attempt to put the The committee agreed on the
follows: Joyce Herreid, president; course, and only those which have student in a learning situation. By principal that the final exam served
Alice Wanner, vice-president; Anne been taught. It also requested that putting a student into a situation a vital purpose in the educational
Chambers, recording secretary; Joan' different sections of a class be giv- where he would be forced to think system in that it checked the stu
Donaldson, corresponding secretary; en separate examinations.
and use the knowledge he was get- dent’s progress. However, it sugRuth Muench, treasurer; Carrie Sliv-1 The report was the result of four tine from the course, the instructor
eis. assistant treasurer; Pat Gould months work by the committee could better judge the student's
m
W ARNER BROS.
and Joan Kienitz, social chairmen; appointed by Dean of Students improvement and thereby grade
Sue Edward, pledge mistress; Caro- Don If. Gardner.
him in a fairer manner.
Haramutml prtttuH
Iyii Ingham, historian; Mary Hipke, I
Panhelleuic representative; Shirley Minnesota ColleqeS
Olivia de Havilland
P o m e r o y and Joan (.eraan, censor, i
**
and Margie WoU Mid Barb Me* Plan Show Exchange
M o n t g o m e r y Clift
Bride, rushing chairmen.
I ...
HUnta »'hi Ipsilun
Minneapolis, Minn - (IP)— Five
STENOGRAPHIC-SECRETARIAL
R alp h R ich ardso n
Graduating seniors, Jud Egge- Minnesota colleges. St. Olaf, HamFour Months' (Day)
brecht. Bob Fredericks. Boh Hen- ,ne- Gustavus Adolphus. Macales
dries and Mart Spaulding, were
1
John s, recently sent
IN
T E N S IV E C O U R S E
M VILguests of Mrs. Lindsey at a recent delegates *° this city to plan an,
for college women
bon voyage banquet.
.exchange of college variety shows
The INTENSIVE COURSE (originated
Dell* Gamma iTypieah
1 ho Plan ,s for each school to
Being typical Lawrentians we M'nd its variety show to at least,
by M O S E R in 1918) Hot been Ih*
cornerttone of th* core«'» of thouhave been busy nursing our tor- OM*’ other school during the year,
»and» of college women. Complete,
mented brains (Exams!!) ami our
to receive, in return, two vathorough training in delightful *vrbruised bodies «Winter weekend!!) r,t'l>' shows from two other schools
roundings — FREE PLACEMENT.
back to their typically healthy, ,n
group, t.ach college would
A n e w clot* begins o n Ike firit
wholesome state
pay
own expenses on the road
M o n d a y in eo<h month.
K a p p a Delta
from the funds received by preBvllttin iC *'«e
Kappa Delta pledges had a birthothcJt two shnws from
57 (e*t Jeduen llvt • Webetfc I - W f
day party, cakes and all.
Four ° ^ ,rr colleges. The general admis-]
ChUoge
months a«o we pinned the Norman sl01* would be approximately 25
shield on the twenty pledges.
cents per person.
SURPRISE . . . The chapter
w.»s presented with an unexpected
gift from our Mothers club . . .
tea aprons with tiny KI)s on the
pockets.
FO R Y O U R V A L E N T IN E O N R EC O R D S
Appleton s Most Modern Drug Store
Alpha Delta PI (Typical)
As typical Lawrentians we have
T H E R E 'S N O T O M O R R O W _____ T o ny M a rtin
118 West College Ave.
been studying for our very own
S I T T I N G B Y T H E W IN D O W . . B illy E ck stin e
exams
Louisville,

K y . — (I P )—

Report Attributes
Cheating in Exams
Due to Competition

M O S E R

A ppleto n
NOW SHOWING

Sas»

C O U R TIN ’ M U SIC

I L O V E M Y B A B Y .............................. Ja n G arb e r
C R O C O D IL E T E A R S ............................Doris D ay
M U S IC , M U S IC , M U S I C ........... T e re s a Brew er
C R Y O F W IL D G O O S E ..............F ra n k ie L a .n e

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

mm

F O R D H O P K IN S
Rexall Drug Store
and Tea Room

< 5
Vy&0®m{iDDQ<B

v S o n q jq je s f ln a D im s

LAWRENCE COLLEGE PETS

'■g'

CO M IN G
UP! !
A Rcol
TosfeTrcot!
W e 'v e earn ed our
reputation for the
very finest food and
serv ice . C o m e in to 
day!

Murphy's Restaurant
|

219 E. College Ave.

Koch Photo Shop
FILMS
KODAK
PHOTO DEVELOPING

LAWRENCE COLLEGE PHOTO
AND SCRAP ALBUMS
LAWRENCE, FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY STATIONERY
Y o u r Supply Store N e a re st the C a m p u s

"YO U KNOW THE PLA CE"

a n n o n

o f f ic e

s u p p ly c o

Myers Warns
Of Breakdown
In Standards

5
Submit Revision Amherst Attempts Friday,TheFeb.Lawrentian
10, 1950
In MD Schools To Stop Accidents an Virginia U Organizes

Large Pay Check
Not Primary Aim
Of Higher Schools

Amherst, Mass. — (IP)— In
effort to forestall automobile ac-I

Students Begin Study
Duumham, N. H.— (IP)—College
cidents involving Amherst college Committee to Present
education loses sight of its objec
Of
Medicine
Earlier
tive if the only thought is toward
students, President Charles W. Cole Student, Faculty Relations
a big pay check for college-train
N e w Haven, Co n n.— (IP)— Pro- recently emphasized the respons
Charlottesville. V a . (IP) — a stued individuals, according to Dr.
iikih *»
Arthur S. Adams, president of the posing that the medical education 10iniy or ine maiviauai rraierni y tjent.facuity relations
committee
University of New Hampshire. Dr. system be revised so that doctors hou8e8» when he listed bases for
organizet| ^ 1 9 4 6 by the stuAdams declared here recently ¡hat’will not have to waU unti,
a vigorous safety campaign to b e den,
„ >t ^
Universily
when we become concerned that j
,
waged in the coming months.
•.
••
there may not be enough high-sal-,are
or
years old before they Before a meeting, of the college Virginia to provide some medium
aried jobs available for all the col- can start their own practice. Dr. fraternity house management com- for an exchange of ideas. It relege graduates of the future, we q . N. Hugh Long, dean of the Yale mittee> htf stressed the seriousness cently presented some interesting
are taking a too limited view of t h e ! ^ .... ................ of the danger and the need for ^commendations
reason for higher education.
|schoo‘ ot mcdlc,ne' «cently point- tighter enforcement. Although he! _ „
.
**We must not forget that the>'d out that this training period can preferred enforcement of driving Professors should keep more regprinciple task of our colleges and be shortened without lowering the rules by democratic means within uiar office hours, said the commit*
universities should be education standards of medical
education, the various fraternities, President tee, also urging that a political sci-

New York, N. Y.— (IP)—A com
plete breakdown of morale and a
lowering of academic standards on
American campuses will result un
less college administrators, faculty
members, students and trustees un
derstand each other and cooperate
together, Professor Alonzo F. M y
ers, chairman of the department
of higher education at New York
university, warned recently.
Professor Myers, who recently
completed a one-year leave of ab m akc^H ving," Ä d * * * “ 0“ '"¡ehàeHy by permitting students to ^ V m ^ h t a l W j X r T i m i n g f " * * c,,',r.sc ' « " ^ ¡ n g a study of
sence during which he visited and
governReferring to a book recently start studying medicine education, cars from the campus. He added ,oca^ 5,ate and federal
studied conditions on almost one published by a Harvard economist, at an earlier age.
that Amherst has been extremely ments be made compulsory for any
hundred college campuses, said he Prof. Seymour E. Harris, in which j ..T h e t r a i n i n g o f y o u n g m e n a n d fortunate in not having had a fatal undergraduate degree.”
automobile accident since the war.
Another committee recommenda*
discovered that the majority of he said that the time may come!
when college graduates earn less women for the practice of medic*
Due to increased pressures from'
students were apathetic towards than the non-college trained, Presi- ine now occupies from 10 to 12 parents, alumni and from nearby t,on sn,Q ,n Part- in a l 1 depart*
student government and were not dent Adams declared: “I believe years after graduation from high Smith and Mount Holyoke colleges, ments there is an academic dc••M.ariv half thn oertain measurcs have
already mand for smaller classes, the forminterested in organized activities.! that the nation’s educational insti- . , ,, .
*y a
been taken. Students must now aticn of w hich would necessitate
"The great majority of all students; tutions have been concerned all scn001* ne sam*
along and are now emphasizing ¡Me of a young man or woman has have a general scholastic average
___ ••
are not interested because of a con more than ever the need for train- passed before they can begin to of at least seventy-five in order 1
viction that this whole complex or ing in effective living, instead of
self-supporting in their profes to register or drive an automobile feels that ‘‘too many professor^ of
here.
They must also be juniors.the graduate level are being forced
ganization for student government an easy way to become rich.”
sion.
or seniors and obtain the written to
undergraduate classes.” It
is a farce and that it is unimpor
Dr. Long recommends that stu- permission of their parents. An in- . _ . „ _____
Better to Flunk Than
tant.”
.v
,
l
h
a
s
also expressed the opinion that
dents from liberal arts colleges be; fraction of these rules has already
Placing much of the blame for
admitted to a medical school at lcd *° ,he suspension of one stu-| while humor, personality
misunderstandings between the ad To Get Low G rad es?
dent.
|festations and relation of personal
ministration and faculty, upon the
the end of their sophomore year.
]n addition, the Amherst student incidents do much to liven the subAt
Least
Not
Anymore!
college president. Professor Myers
Madison, Wis - (IP)— A ’oophoie The students would then complete council has offered suggestions for ject material of many classes and
said that college heads were devot-l
encouraged. . .within
ing too much time to non-academic that made it better for some fudenU their pre-medical training and start'an increase in the number of buses should be
activities. Generally, he said, the to flunk some courses rather than nn th„ ir mf,dical courses under a ,to Smith and Mount Holy°ke co1' 'iniiia \ a ?mal1 n?ino!;ity of, fac*
U'8es ° n week‘end ni«h,s as w e" ull> so intlu,«e ln ^ is forl” of
head
of a
college
relegates, get a low grade in them has been ^ w r e v i ^ d oioeram
.t the program be 38 !he formation of a Student Auto* ademir diversion that, . they fail
much of his academic duties •snapped shut by the University of " ^ ¿ ^ 0 8 0 ^
bv the?
Yale moblle association to enforce dnv- to cover some of the vital materto an assistant, who often es Wisconsin faculty, according
™
regu.a»-fc______________________ ,a,
in the cours, ______
tablishes a college-rating plan as Mark Ingram dean of the coUegc
■ „
since ,hc studcnl would *
in the military services to deter-j of letters and science.
mine advancement of personnel.! .,T ? e .
. i aS. . b.Ce," re,q u" ' lns ,hat taking courses both at the medical!
at leaat as
m an y ,
h ,
d
,h(, c„ „ eBe T h e now
Although such an assistant deliv students get
K e p t In P l a c e b y
ers pop talks to the faculty about ^ " f n T h T n
«
.
'Y
,*
Program
would
have a curriculum
ed
in
the
major.
Thus,
if
a
studK
h
.
_
_
_________
.
morale and efficiency, he still finds
th e S t r o k e of a
the best men are always resigning ent got a D for which he received occuP»,n g . >,J nln™ “ ™ . ® ' „ “ '™*
m in u .
an, j
< n
? »
«
I
because, "a college cannot success no grade points, he w a s
grade points for the course would ,lncl“ de ,he tull°wing. first.
B r u s h . . .
fully be operated like an army, a those
to match the credits given for the «™ eral culture courscs as may be,
factory or a business.”
indicated in individual cases: secoptly d e scrib e s your h a ir
Professor Myers said that the course according to Ingram.
ond, regular pre-medical training
However,
if
he
failed
the
course
a fte r we have given it our
problem of effective communica-l
courses
in
chemistry,
physics
and
and thus got no credits
tion and participation was a com completely,
new short cut.
for the course, neither the grade b i o l o g y : and third, a revised pro
mon one for all campuses, large points nor the course credits count- gram in medical sciences,
and small. Too often, he noted, the ed against him. That way,
his At the completion of this uew
student body and the administra failure would not bring down h i s Program, the student would then
tion both wanted the same thing general grade point average,.
225 E. College Ave.
enter the final two years of thoj
but were unable to come together The faculty fixed it all up by medical school program as it now
because of a break-down in com requiring “ at least as many g r a d e - exists. Under such an arrangement
munication between both groups. points as credits carried must be the student would receive his MI)
earned in the major.” Now— D's degree one year sooner than he
S 0 II I II ( II D
Students See Movie
are better than F's.
would under the present system

Buetow Beauty Shoppe

Of Dostoyevsky's Story
The French version of the movie
"Crime and Punishment” was pre
sented in Science hall yesterday at
both afternoon and evening show
ings. This movie gave freshmen,
who are studying the book.
a
chance to witness the dramatiza
tion of the story by Dostoyevsky.

SOFT...

...SMOOTH
SPORT SHIRTS

0 ,

NOTHING SO
PERSONAL . .
Vol XI

N othing So
U n u su ally Luxurious
A s Jew elry

212 E. College Are.
Dial 4-4247

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
W o r k

No. 135

In L o s Angeles, there is always a friendly
gathering of University of Southern California
* students at Ted Owen’s. A ml, as in colleges
everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola helps make
tlu'se get-to-gethers something to remember. As
a refreshing pause from the Mu«ly grind, or on
a Saturday-night date— Coke belongs.

MARX JEWELERS

Q itiility

lot Angeles, Calif.,

A ik fo r it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the name thing,

O n ly

... SMOOTH
Rayon Broadcloth
Gabardine

2 2 2 E. C o lle g e A ve

D ial 3 4 3 5 9

W ith Y o u r Postal Sub statio n

SOFT...
Spring Shades

GO DELUXE

S iz e s —
S m a ll, M ed iu m , L a rg e

AT LOWEST RATES

M E N 'S S H O P
1st Floor

J.C.

Yellow Cab
Dial 3-4444

........« « « *

TtJ Omtm’t,

f.M Angelet. CWi/.
»OTTU» UND» AUlHOtmr Of Thi COCA COLA COMPANY »V
L A S A L L E C O C A C O L A BO T'I LI N u C O

1405 S. M ain S t

Osnuomn W U .
© 1949, Th# Coca-Colo Company

C a g e rs to E n c o u n te r C o e ,
M o n m o u t h o n T h e ir F lo o rs
Scots Contend
For Conference
Second Place

Fuzzy Gives Bigger Opposition
Much Trouble on Cage Floor

6 The Lawrentian
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Radlke Is Cage
Leading Scorer
Boya Next in Points,
Hunger in Free Shots

Independents
Leading Team
In Cage Race
Encounter Phi Taus
In Tomorrow's Gam e;
Delts Drop to Second
Pei.

Independent*
Delta T « a Delta
PSI Delia The la
Phi K a p p a T a u

l.ooo
.6«!

.«Mil
B Y BILL FER tilSON
Center Claude Radtke leads all
BV DUFF
.«67
Hoping to overcome the usual
If Harlan Fuzzy” Hunger is try- Viking football team and won two phases of scoring for the Lawrence Si Kina Phi Epailaa
.00«
Beta
T
h
r
u
Pi
basketball team according to rec
misfortunes of college basketball mg to prove that a good little man letters in the grid sport.
He now teams up with Don to ords up to the Carroll game last R E S U L T S
teams the Lawrence Vikings will tan boat some pretty good big men
31
attempt to toss the- bad luck jinx
,he basketball floor he is proba- make up the smallest backcourt Monday. Guard Don Boya is sec January
:*4, Delta SI.
;bly convincing a lot of people,
combination in the Midwest con ond in total points and field goals Indies
Phi
Delta
4?, SI* Kps 3$.
to their opponents when they en-,
a 5 _7 iso-pound package ference if not in the state. Fuzzy in both conference and total games
Phi Taas S3. Betas t*.
counter Monmouth and Coe tonight of fire and sparkle, is driving a lot also was a member of last year's but Guard Fuzzy Hinger is second
SCHEDULE
and tomorrow, at Monmouth, 111 . |of the bigger opposition he has'golf squad and lists shooting a few in free throws.
February 11
Radtke scored 178 points in 13 Phi Delts vs. Betas, 1:30.
been
running
up
against
on
the
rounds
on
the
fairway
as
one
of
his
and Cedar Kapids. la. respintively.
games for an average of 13.7 per Phi Taus t i . Indies, t:3S.
hardcourt, as a member of Johnny
If they can display the fine style sines* basketball team, crazy with
game. He averaged 15.2 in
the Sif Eps vs. Delta, 3:341.
five conference tilts with 76. Boya The Independents, leaders In the
of basketball which ihey displayed his aggressive, ball hawking tactics
has 142 and 57 respectively
for
~
,
_ _ .
against Uipon before the cxamina- and scoring ability.
10 9 and 11.4. Hunger follows with interfraternity basketball race aft*
The diminutive guard is a senior
t,.... „.-rlod. the Vikings could well a„d p,ay|n(( co||;^ hask(,tball (or
jer three games, take on the up111 and 56 for 8.5 and 11.2.
enter the fight for the runnerup the first time this year although he
The
big
center
scored
his and-coming Phi Kappa Tau five at
points on 63 field goals and 52
position in the confeience. The Coe ‘competed for four years at Wausau
;2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the feature
free throws. Boys has pat in 56
hardcourters have as yet not won high school and in interfraternity
and 30, while H u nger has 38 and game. The Indies squeezed by Dela conference game and should be ball while at I^awrence. Fuzzy
35 to his credit In conference Ita Tau Delta 34-31, to take sole
much weaker than the Monmouth played understudy to Don Boya for
play Radtke has 23 baskets and 'possession of first place. Phi Delta
t<‘arn which may provide a tarter three years as a quarterback on the
30 free throws. Boya is close be
for the Vikes. Up to this time the
¡Theta meets Beta Theta Pi at 1:30
hind him with 21 and 14.
Scots have been strong contenders
As
a
whole,
the
team
has
scored
and the Delts tackle Sigma Phi
for second place honors behind Be
782 points to 756 for 13 opponents Epsilon in the windup game at 3:30
loit's conference titleholders.
in winning eight and losing five. p m
Despite the painful loss of allThat gives the Vikes an average
conference Forward Bon A r m 
After trailing at the end of
of 60.2 to 58.1 for their foes. In
strong (the only Moot to score
three quarters, 22-21, the Indies
their
conference
games,
however,
over 1000 points In competition)
Blackwood Promises
with a 2-3 record they trail, 325- poured in 13 points to nose out
Center Paul Mcllvain and G ua rd
293 and 65 58 6 .
Bob “ T a b b y " Talkin. the M o n 
the Belts. 31-31. B o n Honz, the
To
be
Hard
Opponent
If the Vikings could play
all loop's leading scorer, racked up
m o u t h squad ban come along well
their
games
at
home,
they
would
this year.
! A rapidly Improving Milwaukee
an even dozen points to lead the
be terrific. They have a 7-1 record Indies but the Belts' long shot
Because the stjuad, on the whole, Slale Teachers college swimming
at
Alexander
gym,
outscoring
thei
is small, the Scots are depending team will be pitted against the
artist, Earl Glosser, took g a m e
visitors 490-421 or an average of honors with 15.
on 1. Herman Guard S»d Jackson Lawrence natators in the Milwaunearly nine points per game.
and Center Jiin Torrence to do the *ee P(M)1 on February 11.
Pete Green had nine points for
O n the road, however, L a w 
rebound grabbing Other returning
teachers have defeated the
the losers, who lost the game on
rence
has
only
one
win
against
lettcrmen who Coach Woll is ex .'Vikes in another meeting this year
the free throw line. They could
four losses. T h e hosts are lead
peeted to use considerably are For-[a ,r e a d y and promise to be a strong
make only a third of their g i f t
ing
in
points.
335-292,
and
in
w:n. Is Kieth Follet, Merton Mess- opponent again. The Reds have
tosses, tallying seven out of
21
average scoring. 67-58.4.
m o r e and Don B r o o k s ; Guards Bill strong relay teams and should rewhile the Indies cashed in on 12 out
All games played:
of 19.
Walton, Lyle Bogott and
Dick (
V'ite a bit of helP fronr» B°b
PF TP
FO
FT
Sc bolter
and
Center
Chann Blackwood, their outstanding swim- favorite pastimes While at Wau- Radik«
6S
IM I« lift The Phi Delts, after getting off
mer. In a recent meet with La sau high school he also played four^toya
nr. 31» 1 « ms.to a slow start, won easily over
Ing Pratt.
3ft
33
Hunf ee
3*
Coach Harris A. L a m b of Coe Crosse, the 400-yard medley relay years of football,
the Sig Eps 47-33. The
winners
£* SI 41
What Fuzzy lacks in size Hr. Kabertsan
h.is found it very diffieult to get team cracked a pool record, swimbut
2«
.'I 34 7J trailed at the quarter 9-7,
1 Prlhnaw
his squad into winning
ways. iiung the distance in f>8 2 seconds, makes up for with beautiful co- MrKrnsie
*t II 3» m pulled up to a 19-19 half-time tie.
3«
17
1*
Three player* seem to be pro and Blackwood copped three events ordination and timing as well as the! And«r»ou
w Jack Anderson scored 12 points and
»
• 1» *’ Dan MeClaskey seven to pace the
viding the m ain spark for this to lead the scorers. The team is ability to get off his feet to snag Tippe*
13
S
1«
loose balls from some taller op-. * rl,',n
low.i college team. They are for coached by Herman Kluze.
„'Phi Delts. Don Brown and Chuck
IS
1
1
Most of I awrence's power lies ponent. The blonde little basketeer
w ard Mid team high scorer Frank
4
3
«
io Knoedler each had seven for the
j
7
3
J Sig Eps.
I^ H a r h a r a , Center Frank Prehal in the ability of Co-captains Don spent six months in the navy be- Swenson
«
1
1
and transfer G uard John Ander- Koekenin and John Wuthon in the fore receiving a medical discharge Wataan
i The Phi Taus gained a three-way
1
•
1
son. Three other returning letter
end sprints respectively. Bill and is majoring in economics with'*10" "
i tie for second place as they scored
1
i
winners are Forwards ••Squib" Ferguson in the back stroke and an eye toward going into sales or m
¡a 33-23 victory over the Betas. A
CONFERENCE
GAMES
‘teaching.
C o llin s
and Jim Sawtell
and I.en Newcndorp in the sprints.
pf tp
first-quarter lead was enough
FG FT
G u a r d BUI Middlesworth.
£3
M
for the Phi Taus to win. Ed ConK .d t h .
IS
i
t
Boya
Lawrence Coach Johnny Sines
j” rads was high man for the P h i
14
31
Bungee
Will again most likely depend upon
n |Taus with ten points, followed by
7
•
Kotiert nan
Claude Itadtke at center, Don Boya,
.Chuck Muehlhauser with six. John
«I
5
M< K e n n e
(I
6
Harlan “ Fuzzy** Hunger,
John
IK Hamar and Ed Silva netted s i x
rr*now
«
5
Andem oa
Fried and Dick Anderson at guards
¡^apiece to lead the losers’ scoring,
«
4
Tippet
Hons retained his lead in the
and Jack Pribnow. Karl Tippet,
3
1
Fried
Individual scoring race, adding 12
Dick Nelson, Doug Robertson and
5
1
NrWoM
_____________ By GEORGE FREDERICK______________
•
1
Baas
more points to give him a total
Tom McKenzie at forwards.
0
i After watching Beloit trounce Ripon 88-57, last Saturday night, there s*en*on
of 49 points In three gam es. A n 
is little doubt left m the writers mind with regard to who ranks as the
derson took over second place
with 36.
second best team in the conference.
Certainly It Is not Ripon. Playing the
Bues
on
uic n
ut» u
n t^elr
iu< ir home
n o n e court
court
a
a
The ten leading scorers follow:
Name and Team
they were obviously tense in the presence of sueh formidable epposi- H r O D S F O O t b O l l l O f
Fg Ft Tp
Honz, Indies
r
20
9 49
Coach
Johnny
Sines*
cagers tion. Plagued with a pressing defense, they repeatedly threw the ball
J. Anderson, Phi Delts
14 8 36
whipped the Carroll Pioneers 70- aw ay and “choked up** on scoring opportunities.
Glosser, Delts
The only bright spot was tlfh defensive work of Elmer Ducrst who
12
8
32
52 last Monday at Alexander gym
St. Louis,
14 4 32
r~pe.itin»; 72-52 victory at Wauke- ,K>ld Ilon Bontemps to six baskets. However, the Beloit star must have
_____ Mo.—-(IP)—Saint Lou-jE. Hamar, Indies
12
6
30
■h i December 3.
*';,d ono of his rare “ofi nights, because he mtssed several shots un-Jis university,
14 111a t I oll J « which
*a,v •* participated
r'
*
'n;P.
__
Green, Delts
the first intercollegiate football Wilson, Betas
9 5 23
Vikings took sn early lead|t>ocomin* to a man touted as an All-American.
8 7 23
ovei Coach Don Huddleston s squad
Hv contrast, this effort falls far short of that of Grlnnell. It appears i>ame west of the Mississippi in:Reetz, Phi Delts
9 4 22
and kept comfortably ahead until now
Gnnnell gave Beloit the best conference game she will have 1888. has dropped football “for the Boya. Indies
7 7 21
the half ended with the score 35- t,us yr»r in losing 77-75. Besides pushing Beloit to
immediate future," according to the Rosenheimer. Phi Taus
9 3 21
Very Rev. Paul C. Reincrt, S. J. Muehlhauser, Phi Taus
l!.ri But the Pioneers, using a press
limit, Dave Dunlop and Bob Bigelow outscored
president.
tn« defense, cut that lead to four R °n Bontemps and Dave Baptist respectively. Al“The university is unwilling to
points, 40-36, six minutes into the though the writer did not see the game, the unavoidsubmit to scholastic compromises,”
second half. Then the Vikes re- able conclusion must be that the Pioneers did not
Father Reinert declared in an
gained command and spurted to a tighten up in the clutch.
nouncing the decision. “Experience
50 36 lead within the next three
Further, the defeat Grinnell suffered at the h inds
seems to show that today if a large
minutes.
of Ripon is not necessarily indicative of relative
The Lawrence college wrestling
university is to meet its highly spe- team finally l^roke into the w i n
lli>;h scorer was I-iwrence Center team merit. It must be pointed out that Grinnell had
cialized football rivals on an equal ^column with a 14-12 victory over
Claude Radtke with 18 points, fol- a 300 mile bus trip before taking the court against
basis, it is almost imperative that Ujie University of Wisconsin Millowed by Guard Don Boya with 15 the Rcdmcn. The team definitely did not show the
scholastic sacrifices be deliberately waukoe Extension. Thu meet was
Dwver topped the Pioneers with effects of a carbon monoxide hangover the following
jaccepted.”
12
Center Willie We ms was held night when it completely dominated plav and
held January 19 at Milwaukee.
Pointing out that “the propor Vike Matmen who garnered wins
in check and ended
with nine swamped the Lawrence team. And you know what
tions that college has assumed to- were Chuck
______ Vande
____ ______
_
points.
[Lawrence did to Ripon
Zande _____
in the
O D D S A N D EN D S . . . The Beloit-Uipon freshman game last week |da>' drm;“ 'd that an institution 1 4 5 pound class Don'Rofnecko 175
must have set some tort of a scoring record. Hcloit won 5>5 -ti5 , for a place its program on a rigorous poundS( Recd Forbush 155 pounds
Phi Kappa Tau Retains
Father Reinert'
, and Angie Greco at 128 pounds,
1«0 total. It was fairly obvious that the yearlings from Beloit had
,*'nC.Si„
said:
“In
a
private
institution of forbush was the only wrestler to
Four Game Advantage
been practicing. . . Not only only is Nate Del.ong one of the leading
higher learning which in view of pin his man.
scorers in the nation, but he had the leading field goal percentage
present economic trends is forced The Victory was Lawrence’s first
In Ping Pong Contest
at last report, s cool 55.5 per rent.
its lu.ms
funds with
ut-q( the season and iyes th Vik
soano us
nviiu the ui
Phi Kappa Tau retained its four The Knox basketball team, highly regarded at the start of the sea- to husband
wi
most diliffenc«. any channeling of , rccord
game lead over Phi Delta Theta in *°n but so far a disappointment in conference play, received another
resour ces from the essential aca-!one defeaU
the hot interfratermty ping pong jolt when Bill Dredge, their first string center, was declared ineligible
domic objective* of general and
race. The Phi Taus lost to Delta . . . For the first time since 1930 Coe will field a baseball team. The
in!» in'ta^arla«*'of* .
Tsu Delta. 3-1, but Beta Theta Pi sport was dropped after the 1930 season due to the lack of student in- .secondary importance such as in-' Phi Delts Still Lead
upset the I hi Delts by the same terest and to the fact that many colleges with whom Coe competed .erPOn-»iate football could not bo r
a
■■
m u
score. Sigma Phi Epsilon and the abolished the rport. Coe's conference opponents will be Monmouth, i.iatifind*•'
F ra te r n ity H a n d b a l l
Independents split. J-2 . in the oth-'Beloit and Carlcton. . .
|J ,,*|
„
n ., ^ ,
_
er match .cheduled for l«t T ^ | ^ u g i e SdiMfer.^ captain of the Carl cage team, needs 108 points to poll of'alumni leaders, regents and,handbaU teed in VterVrat eTn 1 1 y
f
i ,,
VTT
,n F
t /”!
t0ry 10 SCOre, 1000 po,nlJ Doc deans, faculty members and the competition by taking four matches
match, the Indies beat tlu Botas
s offensive star, hit four figures in the Carroll game to boiird oi trustees.'* Father Reinertjfrom Delta Tau Delta last Monday,

Vilce Swimmers
Meet MSTC

T h e P re ss B o x

Carroll Pioneers
Fall to Sines' Men

St. Louis University
Drops Football for
Immediate Future'

Vike Wrestlers
Defeat Extension

Tbe Phi Taus and Phi Delts . m
^
Po11 r e e l e d nearly Bet. Theta Pi is in second place.
« n
_1
...
^
. . .
^---- --------------- unanimous sentiment to abolish ¡followed by Sigma Phi Epsilon who
followed ui the standings by th* 62-63 scored on his home course whUe playing for Carleton. was a first football if it meant sacrifidnflswept four from the Independents
Deiu!* w
b
o
^
co'lcadcr m
»«cent Tucson. Ariz, Open with a six-under-par scholastic standards and buildin* Phi Kappa Tau. the Delts and the
1needs.
(Indies trail, in that order.
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Use of Dictionary
Is Most Important
For Good Studying j
Carbondale,
Ul.— (IP)— Looking
up new words in the dictionary is
the most important thing in study
and the worst enemy to study is
daydreaming. These are the conclu-l
sions recently drawn by a teacher
of psychology at Southern Illinois
university after a survey in a class
of 52 students. Roy V. Jordan, as
sistant professor of education, made
the study which revealed that stu-,
dents do not worry about such dan- \
gers as studying under a colored,
light, smoking while studying or
taking notes as fast as he can
write.
In scoring a list of 30 questions|
Jordan used two methods. They
were scored both by frequency and
according to weighted opinion, us
ing the “track-meet” method. The
use of the dictionary as the most
important phase of study was rank-,
ed first by the students in both the
frequencies and weighted opinion'
scores. The question,
“Do you
have a tendency to daydream
when you should be studying?",
ranked second in the weighted
score and third in frequencies. It far
outranked the other “gremlin"
questions.
Of the six questions picked over
by ten students to answer five dealt |
with problembs that come up after
the student has actually started to]
study. Three of them dealt with
methods of study, such as skim
ming over an assignment before ac
tually studying it or making an
out'ine of it. The other was, “Do
activities often interfere with your
study periods?”
Other questions which the stu
dents rated as of great importance
were: “Do you sometimes study
with the radio going or with oth
er persons talking in the same
room?”; “Do you try to use the
facts learned in one subject to un
derstand
another subject?'’; Do
you frequenty analyze your work to
see where you are weak?’’; and “Do
you sometimes discover that you
have turned several pages in your
textbook but that your ‘mind is
blank’ for what was said on them?”

• fits so nice!

Colleges N eed Student
G overnm ent to Develop
Enlightened Leaders
Salem, Ore. (IP)—"Student gov- 1
ernment is an integral aid in the
business of administering a col
lege,” declared Rev.
Robert II.
Sweeney, vice-president of the Uni- 1
versity of Portland, in a recent ad
dress before delegates to the Ore
gon Federation of Collegiate Lead- 1
ers assembled on the campus at
Williamette university.
Every college needs dynamic stu
dent government, he said, not to re
place the administrative-profession
al staff, but to work with them
and develop leadership among the
students. Rev. Sweeney said that
“stodgy educators" arc wary of
strong student government because
they have the suspicion that stu
dent judgment is always going
to be immature. He went on to say
that the very best way to get im
mature judgment is to expect it.
The obligation of the college, Rev.
Sweeney explained, is to produce
not only good business men. pro
fessional men, teachers and techni
cians but “men and women who are
imbued with enlightenment oi lead
ership.” He feels that “any ad
ministration not aimed at leadership
should not be in the business."

Interclass Basketball
Begins; Sign Up N o w
The Interclass basketball tourney
of W R A will begin late next week,
announced Miss Maxine Richard
son, assistant professor of physical
education, this week.
Lists are posted in the dormitor
ies, Main hall and the campus gym
where those interested may sign up
before next Monday.

c ig a A e t lc ?
C a m e & ,o j -

c o n s is t /

m ow

Van Heusen shirts
with “Comfort Contour”
collar styling
A Van Heusen shirt doe« won
derful things for a man! It^ lowpetting collar stays flat, looks
smarter, ierls marvelous! And
there's a v ide choice of collar
models. All Van Heusen shirts
are action-tailored, lipure-tap
ered, Sanforized. Man, wait till
you leel a Van Ilcu«rn around
your neck!
3.95

THIEDE GOOD
CLOTHES

Yes, Cam els are S O M IL D that in n con«it-

of hundred* of men and women
who smoked Camels and only darnels for
30 consecutive (Jays, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examination«, reported

to-coast test

X O T O N E S I N M .i : C A S E O F T I I K O A T
I M U T A T I O N d u e I« sm u k in g C A M E L S !
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Worm's Eye View

O n e L e a f fro m T re e o f K n o w le d g e '
BY

MORGAN

mite Into the inkwell on his desk.
Professor Rotunhead entered the teach clock repair t o d a y , ha?
The dynamite spluttered
and
class silentlv. He gave a satisfied snorted one of the students.
.u
, i, I “ Well. I talked them out of that,
went out, but not without first
glance around the room, then bolt- ^
profeS8(|r began to bufi his
blowing the class room all to
ed the door. There were no win- nails with a tiny electric buffer he
hell
dows in the classroom, and it was carried for that express purpose,
“ Yes, he was a brilliant author,”
generally conceded that the class-;
“ W h o would teach clock repair
room was windowless.
Professor today, if It were to be taught smiled the professor, showing that
Ilotunhead sat down at his d e s k today, which it isn’t?” asked an- he had no teeth. This was because
and opened a small book, contain-' other student.
all of his teeth had been pulled.
ing two pages and an illustration.
“ Why, I would.” The professor “ I think Shakespeare was able to
“Class.” he announced casually, hated to say this. He was embar- write so well because he studied
as if this was an everyday occur- rassed to admit so many talents, clocks.”
SC
ance, “ Today we are going to study To hide his embarrassment
he
“ I didn’t know Shakespeare stud
Shakespeare.” He paused dramati- casually burned his initials
into ied clocks.” said George. At the
cally to let this sink home.
the head of the student next to age of eight George had read all
At first the class w a s silent, him.
of Shakespeare’s works.
It w a s obvious from the students’ | “ Well, clock repair might be a
“Well,” countered the professor,
shocked faces that they had not good thing to teach.” offered a stu- “We have no record that he did.
anticipated an educational treat dent whom we shall call Fred. W e But if you read between the lines
so rare as this. Then wild cheer- ‘shall call him Fred for that is his I think you will find evidence to
ing broke out. A few of the more name.
support my theory.”
advanced students rose
and
“ It is a fascinating study,” ad The students opened their copies
stamped their feet.
mitted the professor, breathing fire of Hamilit and glanced
through
"Now, now students, retain your from his ears in e x c i t e m e n t , the new pages. Sure enough, there,
exhuberance, I implore you.” The “Clocks are intricate affairs. They between the lines, were these words
professor bowed modestly. *‘I must have souls of their own. I am con- m large flowing script: “ I was able
admit I had a bit of a tussle with vinced that Shakespeare was an to write so brilliantly because I
the front office. They wanted to ardent student of clocks. He wrote studied clocks. Signed, Will Shakesteach clock repair." The professor like clock work, you know, and he peare.”
put both feet on the table, then wrote so well of the many intri-i “ Well, I’m a sonuva ____!” murrose. “ Now. before we start, are cate parts of human nature. People, mured George. I never knew that
there any questions?”
like clocks, have intricate parts.w
,.- «»
before.’
A girl raised one hand. She had you know.”
“ W e all have a lot to learn,”
several others.
I “ Hey, how about telling us a lit- grunted the professor, clipping at
“ Professor, how long have y o u tie about Shakespeare plays instead his toenails. “ Well, that’s about
studied Shakespeare?”
Iof talking so much about his life," all there is to know about Shakes
Professor Rotunhead removed his shouted Mary, taking a pot shot peare. Class dism issed."
show and extracted a package of at the professor.
It was a large
“Good-bye professor," called the
cigarets.
jpot and he ducked it easily.
_______________________
students as they filed out, no small
‘‘'Vc!!:_now
seo : v " ine-’ I
! would be elad to.” said the accomplishment inasmuch m Vliere
twelve. . .fifteen, yes fift e e nprofessor. momentarily beaming, was a decent file among t h e m.
years, I’m sure. I began to study “Hamilit was Shakespeare’s great- “Thank you lor a wonderful lecShakespeare just after I graduated est play. He wrote it about a fellow ture."
from bricklaying school and that named Hamilit. There was a little “ Bye." muttered the professor
was fifteen years ago."
¡in the play about a fellow named slashing wildly ct his toe
nails
“ Gee,” breathed one of the girls A, King or something like that, Ha- with an electric razor, “ Class to
through her breather. “ You must milit’s dead father, and a woman, morrow at nine."
lly GI.AKNfrlR
know a helluva lot about Shakes- These additional characters, how-j “ What are we going to study to
1 have a p<-n which writes very nicely
ll's one which has the whole Peare ”
_
(ever, did not detract from
the morrow? asked Fred.
writing thing, tin- point of the p**n. buried under some sort of opaque1 “ Why, yes I do," beamed the quality of the play."
“ The works of Milton,” shouted
Muff 1 mean. onl> th«* very end
the thing which writes — sticks out professor. “ Indeed I do.”
• "Gee. what a writer," sighed the professor. He had to shout.
“ So the front office wanted to T o m , tossing a stick of dyna- Someone had set fire to the build
It is a nice pen, but there are a few things which
bother me about it.
ing and the roaring of the flames
You see, in the ads for my pen, it says something
had shattered the peace. Peace lat
Conference Clips
•bout writing dry with wet ink and this has puzzled
er released a statement to the ef
me for a long time (about two years, 1 guess — it
fect that he did not mind being
dates, from the time a friend of mine gave it to me
shattered, but at the time, no one
for some reason
I think it was partial payment for
knew this and they acted accord
writing his themes in a course he flunked — the
ingly.
doctors fixed the rest of the payment quite well».
I couldn't imagine any ink being both wet and dry
c<> I was afraid to really look and see.
One day. supplying myself with a pot of coffee, some
Grinnell college rules for w o m en are the most numerous and detailed
candy bars, my slippers and a ream of white paper,
of six Midwest conference schools recently surveyed by the Scarlet a n d {
1 sat down at a simple desk to explore the mystery
.
, , ,
. . . . , ..I
t
.
.. Black, campus newspaper, the publication revealed. Grinnell and MonR.init w i.
a ___ i ,
rlval, for «rat place in the strictness of their student regula- 1 ul,v m L T . . «
?„n
toe*
„ I 11,,» paradox. I am «lad to «ay that 1 »«,11 like the pen. but ,t t e n t —
really write dry and wet or vice-versa.
tinns tho s
H r n n e in r W
i y meeting at Beloit college re-

di

P R A TTLE

Grinnell Paper Surveys Campus
Rules of Six Midwest Schools

/a / ;

T h e pen writ»*« fine, but it has to have a special kind of ink to write
dry and 1 have discovered that a little leeway is probably possible. I
haven’t gathered enough courage to buy another kind of ink, but 1 am
seriously considering it. All I need is a little moral support.
If I could find tw o or three people to go with me. 1 would probably
ualk right into a store and ask for some ink
Bold as brass. I would
whisper right out that 1 didn’t want any super-duper ink, just plain old
ink
W ould anyone care to come with me?
W e could m ake a day of it; pic-, ... - —
-

Beloit Discusses
Place of Science

Three of the six e n l W e a farl*- '__________________________________________ |cently discussed the purpose which
8 ’
B E L O I T __ Construction this year sc*ence courses should serve stuton> R'Pon and Lawrence, a l l o w
,
dents interested in a general educadrinking by both sexes off cam pus OI a ncw w o m e n s dormitory, a tion. and gave particular consideraproviding the students are of age, .house for S A E fraternity, remodel- tion to the general science requirel^e report reveals. A fourth. Cor-ing of another dorm and a n ew merits for graduation from this innell, js debating the issue. T h e pen- parking^ lot by the fieldhouse were stitution

alty for drinking on or off campus, some of the sweeping changes inj At present all students are requiror for possessing intoxicating bev- the college plant approved recent- ed to take four semesters (at least
erages at Monmouth, is expulsion, ty by the board of trustees at a 12 hours) of science, two of which
tucking and so forth, and then, our
_
(•rinnell’s hours for w o m e n are meeting in Chicago. . .Seventy Gold must be in a laboratory science,
cheeks rosy from the great out-of- A l t r e C t U • I S S U G S
the most strict, the paper de- students had a between-semesters but there is no stipulation as to
doors, walk right into the store £
•
a mj
i,
clared, com pared with the other ski-frolic at Rib Mountain, Wausau, the areas
in which these hours
six league schools tested. Mon- .Wisconsin.
must be taken. A student may take
and really buy some ink It could j O C I O I t l Q n O D O O K
mouth is a close second. MonC O R N E L L — Enrollment will his entire work in one field, such
b e jolly fun, but 1 don't want to
Alfred, N . Y . — (IP)— A new so- nouth, Carleton and Grin n e I I
drop from the current 731 to 700 as chemistry or biology, or he maygo alone because you know how ciaj handbook for students, which' have 7:30 closing hours for fresh
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